
Workiva Amplify EMEA took place on October 13th,
2022. Leaders at Workiva, alongside customers and
partners, discussed the current state of play for 
finance, sustainability and compliance teams.  As 
we enter a new era for reporting—one that is 
defined by transparency, data integrity and 
assurance—what can organisations do to stay 
ahead?Collaboration.

Transparency.

Trust.

How to own your process

How to establish trust

S e s s i o n   

Process Improvement: Evolve at Your Own Pace

S e s s i o n   

Data Integrity: Achieve the Possible

Once you standardise the process, you can centralise it in one place. You can move a lot 
of the work into a center of excellence. Yes, you’re still going to need the local GAAP 
knowledge. But you don’t need the army of people to get all the journals in and review 
everything. 



David Grant, Managing Director, Forvis

What we love about Workiva is linking. There’s nothing more joyous than making a change, 
hitting that publish button and down in the bottom right hand corner, there are 15 links that 
are just updated. To have that there, just makes me smile.



Lara Wilson, Financial Controller, Fleetcor 


How to navigate ESG disruption


S e s s i o n s  
 Leading from the top on ES
 Keynote with Dr. Ben Caldecott


Companies are always looking for ways to increase the efficiency of their processes and 
reduce operational costs. But while these are both important factors, what I have seen is that 
most of the time new regulations need to come in as a catalyst in order for big changes to 
happen. 



Alejandro Pociña, Senior Manager of Financial Transformation, Deloitte Spain 



When you increase the ability to collaborate between different areas of a company, you’re 
sure to gain efficiencies in the process.

Alejandro Pociña, Senior Manager of Financial Transformation, Deloitte Spain 



In our financial reporting process, the Workiva platform is the only tool we use for all our 
shareholders. This applies not only internally, but extends beyond the company, such as for 
our legal counsel and our auditors. 



Frederic Lang, Chief Accounting Officer, ArcelorMittal


How to tackle risk in reporting 

S e s s i o n   

Risk Management: Turn Risk Into Opportunity

What do we consider to be a climate related risk? Biodiversity - is that climate, or is 
that nature? And there starts to be a gap for a lot of companies to bring that 
knowledge in. With geopolitical risk as well, you need people who are very much 
aware and on top of what’s happening in the geopolitical world and how that 
reflects back, and it becomes a very big team job. And it’s going to be very 
important for all those people to have a way to participate in a controlled 
manner. You can bring in a lot of expertise, a lot of very passionate employees, 
experts who know everything about climate, and that’s not going to work if those 
people aren’t able to collaborate and coordinate in a sensible way. 



Andromeda Wood, VP Regulatory Strategy, Workiva 


I think what’s changed, and what makes it exciting to be in risk at the moment, is the 
volatility. Things are changing so much and at such a fast pace. The biggest challenge at 
the moment is how to cope with volatility. 



Marc De Pauw, Director, PwC Belgium 



See how Workiva can help you to power transparent 
reporting at workiva.com
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We speak a lot about ‘environment’. We speak a lot about ‘social’ and a bit less about 
‘governance’. But governance is absolutely fundamental.



Marie Corger, Head of Sustainability, Materiality and Reporting, Philip Morris International


ESG doesn’t equal making the world a better place. We need strategies and plans to measure 
risks—but we also need to think more profoundly about how financial institutions in 
particular make a real difference in the world. 



Dr. Ben Caldecott, founding Director of the Oxford Sustainable Finance Group


Disrupting your organisation—that’s a bold step. Your investors are not going to give you a 
pass while you change or transform your value chain. The only way to do it is to ensure that 
there’s leadership at the top and then governance throughout your organisation, from your 
sales organisation and all the way through to your manufacturing and supply chain 
organisations.



Erik Saito, General Manager EMEA & APAC, Workiva 
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